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ABSTRACT 
The Sunny Slide area i s in east- central Morton County, 4.6 road 
miles west of }Aandan, North Dakota . The area of study measures 1900 
feet by 800 fee t and includes U.S. Highnay 10 and the Burlington 
Northern Railway ' s central line, both threat ened by continuing slope 
failure. The present episode of local instability dates back to the 
Spring of 1953 . 
Field reconnaissance of the surface, including thirty-two shallm, 
test holes , provided data on surf ace l i thology as well as basic ground-
water information. Seven subsurface holes were correlated with inclino-
meter data to enable lithologi c descriptions of the zone of shear . 
The Cannonball Formation ( Pal eocene) is present, at the surface, 
throughout most of the area . The dominant l ithology is poorly consoli-
dated sandstone and mudstone . The zone of shear is located within the 
mudstone or at the upper contact of it and an overlying silty clay . 
Field data and precipitat i on records indicate water to be the 
major contributing factor to failure in this area . Evidence strongly 
supports the existence of a large pre-1880 slide , or series of slides , 
throughout much of this area . The highway i s located on the slumped 
material, and t he railroad is ne~r the toe of the slide . 
A det ai led gr oundwater study should be undertaken in this area be-
fore any new correct ive measures are inst alled. Possible corrective 
measures include: installation of pumping wells , horizontal "gravity" 
drains , addition of "quick" lime into the s ubsurface, and e1ectro-osmosis . 
The decision on which one (or combinat ion) to use should await the results 
of the detailed groundwater (piezometric) study . 
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INTRODUCTION 
General History. --The North Dakota State Highway Department has 
been troubled by mass wasting of an area along and i ncluding U.S. High-
way 10 west of Mandan , North Dakota . This location is referred to as the 
Sunny Slide by the Highway Department . 11 Sunny11 is taken off of the U.S.G .S . 
seven and one-half minute quadrangle map for a location a section to the 
east, "slide 11 is in reference to the type of slope movement the area is 
undergoing . 
The highway was constructed in 1947; the first detection of slope 
instability was recorded early in 1953, at which time, shear cracks develop-
ed north and south of the highway (Leftwich, N.D. S.H.D., Written Communi-
cation, 10/26/79) . 
To the south, the area of movement is bordered by the Burlington 
Northern (originally the Northern Pacific) Railroad tracks, which were 
l a i d prior to July, 1880 (Peterson, 1975) . 
The earliest indication of the railroad 1 s involvement with the 
slope movement problem was in 1953. Mention is made, in a 1953 Highway 
Department field notebook, of the Burlington Northern 1 s regrading of the 
slope between the tracks and U.S. 10 (French, 1953). In 1956 an electric 
warni_ng fenc.e was installed immediately to the north of the tracks. In 
the event that the tracks were damaged or covered by the slope material, 
the electric circuit would be broken and traffic on the line would be halt ed 
(Office of Roadmaster, Burlington Northern Railway, Verbal Communication , 
10/23/79 ). 
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Purpose .--To my knowledge no detailed study of the geology of this 
ar ea has previously been done. Thus my purpose is to complete such a study, 
deduce from the data collected the driving forces r esponsible for the 
slope fai lure, and t o recommend, if appropriate, any corrective measur~s 
that should be taken . 
Location of Study Area . --The area of instability is J . 6 mi l es west 
of Mandan, North Dakota, in Morton County (Fig. 1). Jvty area of study is 
bordered on the southwest by the Burlington Northern Railway t racks and on 
the northeast by a farmer' s grainfield (Fig. 2) . The area measures appr oxi-
mately 1900 feet by 800 feet. The size of the area i s two to three times 
that in wpi ch slope movement is occurring providing me with a stability 
reference . 
Climate .--The climate of this area is semi-arid, typically continental 
in character. Precipitation averages slightly higher than sixteen inches 
annually, fifty percent of this typically coming during the months of May, 
June and July. The ground in this area is normally frozen three to five 
months of the year (U. S. Department of Commerce, 1978) . 
PREVIOUS WORK 
General. --The term "landslide" is often misused and , as a r esul t, 
confusing. It is frequently used to describe types of movement other than 
"sliding" and in these cases is a misnomer. In the last few years there 
has been a definite move away from the broad term, instead mor e use has been 
made of "slope movement" or "failure." This clarification has been neces-
sitated by the increas ing interest in the study of slope stability. The 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,• i. 
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Figure 1. State map of North Dakota . Morton County is 
outline , t he dot i s t he general location of the study ar ea . 
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Figure 2 . A generalized profile of the study ar ea . 
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7 
increasing interest has sterruned from the accelerating development of high-
ways, r ailroads, dams, and other types of construction and the accompany-
ing damages in loss of life and property through t he resulting slope 
failures. Annually, hundreds of mil lions of dollars and thousands of lives 
are lost throughout the world from s l ope failures (Coates, 1977) . 
"Slope movement 11 i s an all encompassing term that includes the 
pr incipal types of movement ; falls, topples, slides, lateral spr eads, 
.flows, and complexes (combination of two or more ) (Schuster and Krizek, 
1978) . The use of slope movement conveys the lack of stability in a given 
area without identifying the specific type of movement. 
As used in the introduction, mass wasting is comparable to slope 
movement . It i s defined as a general term for a variety of processes by 
which large masses of earth mater ial are moved either s l owly or quickly 
(Coates, 1977) . 
In this study I have used slope movement and slope f ailure inter-
changeably, when r ef erring to the past and present movement this ar ea 
has undergone. The movement is primarily that of sliding , with a small 
amount of flow occurring near t he toe . This type of . slope movement i s 
classified as an earth s lump because of its rotational movement and f ine 
gr ained material it involves (Schuster and Krizek, 1978) . 
Specific Work in Area .--As noted in the introduction, corrective 
measures have been attempted by both the Burlington Northern Rail way 
Company and the North Dakota State Highway Department to stabilize this 
area . 
The resloping of the area north of the tracks by the Burlington 
• • • • ,-
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Northern (B . N. ) removed a portion of the slumped material, which had 
moved dm-m i nto the ar ea adjacent to the tracks . There is no furt her 
record of cor recti ve measures taken by t he B.N. that I am aware of . 
Hori zontal drains were installed as a result of f ield work (by 
N.D.S .H.D. ) during the summer of 1953 . On August 24, 1953 , line stakes 
were surveyed adjacent to the highv,ay and then resurveyed on October 1 
of that year. The movement of ten stakes, for the thirty-seven day 
period, ranged from 3 . 5 inches up to 11.2 inches with an average of 
7.5 inches to the southwest. Only one stake was on line . The elevations 
for these stakes (1697 .4- 1727.8 feet) indicate that most , if not all, 
were located to the south of U.S. 10 (French, 1953) . 
The field notes, although rather sketch~ indicate that there were 
a number of horizontal drains, in the form of 2 3/4 inch pipe, installed 
at elevations ranging from 1710 to 1720 f eet (French, 1953) . 
The only two outl ets I was able to locate were at an elevation of 
approximately 1711 to 1715 feet and spaced seven feet apart (Fig. 22) . 
The easternmost pipe trends to the north-northeast and was discharging 
water at the rate of one drop per five seconds or roughly one gall on per 
seventy-nine hours (based on equivalency of fifteen drops to a millimeter) 
(October 12, 1979) . The other pipe trends due north and was completely dry 
.at. the outlet ; there was a precipitate accumulation at the pipe end . 
Extensive r esurfacing has been done i n this area as evidenced by 
the irregularity in the width of U.S. Highway 10. (Fig. 3). The initial 
highway was disrupted in the Spring of 1953 by the scarps of three ear th 
slumps, which made driving hazardous in the east-bound lane . These slumps 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Figure J . Topographic map of the study area . The 
scarps , of the three earth slumps, affecting U.S . Highway 10 
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are numbered from west to eas t (Fig. 3), the maximum vertical di splace-
ment for each scarp is : 
#1 4 f eet 
#2 1 .8 feet 
#3 6 f eet 
as measured from the displaced asphalt . In an effort to eliminate thi s 
hazard, the highway was shifted thirty feet to the northwest for a distance 
of eight hundred feet . 
The hi ghway department installed observation wells on July 14, 1977 
and began monitoring movement by the periodic use of an inclinometer 
(Fig. 3 ) (Dave Left~ach, N.D.S .H. D. , Verbal Communication 8/13/79) . 
As is standard procedure for highway construction, numerous soil 
profiles , s ubsurface drilling, strength and shear t ests, and other calcula-
tions (i . e . safety factor) were performed prior to and during initial con-
str uct ion of the highway in this area. However, due to misplacement over t he 
years , this material is no longer available . 
GEOLOGY 
Although the area of my study occurs exclusively within the 
Cannonball Formation, minor amount s of surficial t ill and alluvium are 
also present. The Cannonball For mation was named for exposures along the 
Cannonball River bluffs in Townships 132 and 133N, Range 88W, southern 
Grant Cm.1--ri.ty (Lloyd, 1914) . A specific age within the Paleocene is not 
yet established, for this formation, but it is within the range of fifty-
four to sixty-five million years ago ( Cvancara, 1976). 
• • • • > • • • • • • • • 
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The marine Cannonball For mation intertongues with, and in pl aces 
overlies, the norunarine Ludlow Formation. Overlyi ng the Cannonball is 
the largely fluvial Bullion Creek Formation; the contac t is both conform-
able and disconformable . Underlying t he Cannonball i s the predominantly 
nonmarine Hell Creek Formation of late Cretaceous Age (Fig . 4A) . 
The Cannonball Formation is the exception to a sequence of nonmarine 
sedimentation dur ing the Paleocene. The terrain adjacent to the Cannonball 
Sea (sea that existed during Paleocene t ime) was one of lowlands that extend-
ed to the uplifted Rocky Mountain region . Cvancara (1976, p. 15) suggested 
the setting was similiar to that of the coastal area of the Netherlands 
and part of northern Germany (in the southern part of the North Sea) . 
Here the coast is directly exposed or protected by barrier islands with a 
lagoon of variable width. The Cannonball sandstone is interpreted to have 
been deposi ted primarily in the transistional zone of the lower shoreface 
environment . 
Characteristics .--The Cannonball Formation is restricted to the center 
of the Horth American Continent; recoenized only i n western North Dakota and 
northwestern South Dakota. · I t i s exposed primarily i n t he south- central 
part of the state al ong the Missouri River tributaries, the Heart and 
Cannonball Rivers and Cedar Creek . Small, scattered outcrops also occur in 
the Souris River area . Elsewhere , the Cannonball is largely concealed by 
younger bedrock and or glacial drift (Cvancara, 1976) (Fig. 4B) . 
The Cannonball Formation, as a whole, dips less than one degree towards 
the center of the Williston Basin. In north-central Morton County the 
regional dip is five to ten f eet per mile to the nor thwest (Hancock, 1921, 
p . 11) . 
• • • • • I• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Figure 4 (A) General ized stratigraphi c column for the 
Upper Cretaceous and Paleocene i n the study area . ( B) General 
outcr op pattern ( stippled) of the Cannonball Formation (Modified 
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Poorly consolidated sandstones and mudstones are the two prin-
ci pal types of lithology within the Cannonball Formation. The sand-
stone i s typically grayish-green when moist and fresh, light to medium 
brmmi sh yellow when v:ea t hered and dry . 
The mudstone i s t ypically medium to very dark gray on moist and 
fresh surfaces , l ight gr ay on dry , weathered surfaces . The mudstone i s 
generally interbedded with silt and very f ine sand . Both of these types 
of lithologies contain numerous concr etions and nodules (Cvancara , 1976 ) . 
In southern Morton County at l east three laterally traceabl e , well 
cemented sandstones form topographic benches and are separated by mudstones 
and poor ly consolidated sandstones . The benches have been numbered 1, 2 
and 3, starting at the bot tom (Laird and 1litchell, 1942) . Bench number 
1 averages from seventy- five to eighty-nine feet above the base of the 
Cannonball For mation, number 2 i s found about 104 feet above number 1, and 
number 3 averages about sixty- five feet above number 2 . Of these , 2 
(middle bench) gener ally forms a very prominent bench and is a useful 
mar ker bed (Laird and Mitchell, 1942 p . 19) . The middle (2) bench can be 
traced for about s ixty miles from east- central Sioux to northwestern 
Burleigh Counties (Cvancara , 1976) . 
Possi bly the best knom characteristic of the Cannonball Format ion 
i s i ts nearly spherical (cannonball ) concretions within the sandstone 
sections . They vary in size from r oughly two inches in diameter up to 
four or five f eet . 
Geology of Area .--The two dominant lithologies of the Cannonball 
Formation i n my area ar e a poorly consoli dated sandstone and an underlying 
• • • • 
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mudstone . Fi gure 5 is the lithologic column from a measured section 
t aken wit hin the study area , a detai led descr iption is given i n 
Appendix A. 
Wi t hi n the upper reaches of the poorly consolidated sandstone i s 
situated a two t o three feet thi ck calcareously cemented sandstone . Thi s 
sandstone f orms a topographic bench at an approximate elevation of 1820 
feet and is present throughout the study area at this el evation . By 
visually tracing thi s bench v:est for eight miles, to the state ' s largest 
exposure of the Cannonball Formation (138- 83- lOdd), I was abl e to cor-
rel ate i t with the uppermost bench of that section . This is in agree-
ment with the ongoi ng work of A. M. Cvancara on the tracing of the 
prominent Cannonball benches in this area. His work has shown this sand-
stone to be the number 2 (middle ) bench, the importance of this correlation 
will be discussed later . 
The poorly consolidated sandstone, overlain by this bench, con-
tains planar tabular crossbedding with an average set thi ckness of four 
inches . Mass wasting and vegetation cover prevented me from detecting 
crossbedding below the depth shown in Figure 5 . 
The mudstone is i nterbedded with very fine sand and silt lenses 
which vary in thickness from 1/16 up to 1/2 of an inch, and are spaced 
vertically from as close together as an inch at the top of this unit to 
nearly a foot at t he base. Generally, the thickness and frequency of 
these lenses decr ease dm1mward . The horizontal extent of these lenses is 
variable . I was able to trace one lense ten to eleven fee t before the test 
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Figure 5. Measured section taken within study area . 
A detailed description is gi ven i n Appendix A . 
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The clay fraction of the mudstone, as ascertained by Fenner (1974), 
is predoJ11inantly smectite (montmorillonite) and illite with traces of 
kaolinite and possibly chlorite . The sample taken the nearest t o .rzy area , 
eight mi les to the southwest, contained 75% smectite, 18% i llite , and 7% 
kaolinite and chlorite (Fenner, 1974, p . JJ) . 
I am following the more recent work of Cvancara (1965 and 1976) and 
Fenner (1974 and 1976) on the Cannonball Formation, in the use of the term 
mudstone . This is preferable to t he earlier used shale because of the 
clay rock's lack of fi ssility and its blocky character . 
The result of my surface geology study is a surface lithology map 
( Fig. 6). The irregularity of the lithologic contacts will be explained 
later . 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
Regional Groundwater . --Two major shallow aquifers are present within 
or near the boundaries of my study area, the Cannonball-Ludlov, Acquifer and 
the Heart River Aquifer. A third, the Hell Creek Aquifer is considerably 
deeper (Ackerman, 1977 p . 34) . 
The Cannonball-Ludlow Aquifer is north and west of the Heart River . 
General groundwater movement is to the east or northeast vd th the Heart River 
being a major discharge area . 
The Heart River Aquifer occupies the valley under lying the Heart River 
from the intersection of Elm Creek t o the Missouri River intersection . It 
varies from 1/4 to J/4 mile wide and flows in the same direction as the 
river . In the study area it occupies an area irrmediately south of the rail-
road tracks . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Grmm.dwater of area . - - The ar ea of study contains both ground·:,ater 
discharge and r echarge sites ( Fi g . 7) . The following characteris Lies v,ere 
used to i dentify a dis char ge area: the presence of springs, meandering rivers , 
saline soils and seeps , the presence of halophytes and phreatopbytes , and 
ravines and gullies created by spring sapping . 
The f ollowing character istics were used to identify a rechar ge area: 
absence of saline soils , nonhalopbytic and or nonphreatophyti c plants, 
absence of springs , and calciwn characteri stics ( such as caliche ) present . 
During my fieldwor k in mid to late August I used the contrast in vege-
tation colors as an aid in drawing boundaries between recharge and dischar ge 
areas . The tan color of the plants r eflected the low moi sture content of t he 
soil along the hillsic.e south of the highway. The deep gr een of the vege-
t ation along the l owlands , adj acent to the railrcqd tracks , r efl ected their 
high moi sture content and thus indicated groundwater discharge. 
Three separate springs are present v,i thin the mudstone on the slope 
between t he rai lroad and the highway , within a horizontal distance of 150 
f eet . From west to east , the first spring occurs at an elevation of 1705 f eet , 
the second at 1698, and the third at 1710 feet . The springs were character-
i zed by saline deposits at the surface , whose diameter ranged up t o ten f eet 
( ther e had been no measurable precipi tation for ten to fourteen days) t hese 
three had moist sediments only six to eight inches beneath the surface. No 
rurming wate r was present . On Augus t 20, following a day of rain, these 
spr ings wer e ver y moist at the surface i ndicating short groundwater flowlines 
and or hi gh permeabili ty of the sediments . 
A f ourth spring is located near t he head of a r avine in the upper 
le I. 
1• • • 23 • • • • • • • Figure 7 . Gener ali zed recharge- discharge map of study • ar ea . I . I I. 
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left corner of the area (Fig. 7) at an elevation of 1770 feet . On August 
14 , water flowed from a six to seven inch thick , very fine sand lense 
l ocated within t he mudstone . The pool cr eated by the spring had a diameter 
of two to three feet and an average depth of eight inches. Water trickled 
out at a const ant r ate of approximately one to five gallons per day . 
METHODS OF I NVESTIGATION 
Field Methods .--A major portion of my investigation was field re-
connaissance of the surface supplemented wi th subsurface data obtained 
with a seven f oot hand-auger, a trailer-mounted soil probe, and a truck 
mounted auger ( the truck auger and the soil probe v,ere provided by t he 
North Dakota Geol ogi cal Survey; the hand- auger by the North Dakota State 
HighVJay Department ) . 
Thi rty- two hand augered hol es were drilled ranging in depth f r om two 
to seven f eet , with an average of three f eet (Fig . 8) . These holes wer e 
concentrated lar gely to the southwest of Highway 10 and were used prim-
ari ly in the construction of lithologic contact lines (Appendix B) . 
Fi ve truck mounted auger hol es and two soil pr obe hol es were drilled 
r anging in depth from eighteen to thi rty- nine feet (Fig . 9 and 10) (Appendix 
C). The t wo soil probe holes and four of the auger holes were drilled as 
close as possibl e to t he N.D .S .H. D. observation wel ls to assure a reason-· 
able correlation between Lhe two . 
Inclinometer .--The development of the inclinometer has been the most 
i mportant contr ibution to the analysis and detection of slope movement i n 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
, . 
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Figure 8. Location map of subsurface drill sites 
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Figure 9 . Subsurface li thol_ogy encountered duri?g truck 
auger drilling .program. The depth to water saturated sedi ments 
i s illustrat ed as is the zone of movement (obtained from 
N. D.S .H.D. inclinometer data ). Locations given in Figure 8, a 
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Figure 10 . Subsurface lithology encountered during 
truck auger drilling program. Explanation of symbols given 
in Figure 9 . Locations shovm in Figure 8, a detailed descrip-
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the past two decades (Schuster and Krizek, 1978 p. 118). Introduced in 
the early 1950 1 s, the instrwnent measures the change i n inclination (or 
tilt) of casing in a borehole and thus allows lateral movements to be 
determined as a function of depth below the ground surface and as a 
function of time . 
Readings are taken at regular predetermined depths i nside the 
casing (to prevent readings adjacent to casing joints) . Repeating such 
measurements periodically provides data on the l ocation, magnitude, 
direction, and rate of casing movement . The bottom of the casing is 
assu..rned to be fixed both with regard to position and inclination . 
Six observation wells (two sets of three) were drilled in a r.orth-
east erly alignment, enabling the N.D.S. H.D . to gather subsurface de..:.a on 
two separate earth s l umps . 
Figures 11 through 14 give the inclination for t he four readi~gs 
taken on August 23, 1979 compared with those taken on September 28 , 1977 . 
The following are the rates of casing movement for the two year period from 
each well: 
#1 1. 5 inches 
#2 1.1 inches 
#4 0 . 5 inch 
#5 5 . 0 inches 
No readings were taken from wells #3 and #6 due to their history of 
stability . 
In figures 9 and 10 arrows indicate the depth and direction of move-
ment i n the various lithologic units, arrived at by the com~ination of the 
i nclinometer data and the auger holes . 
1• 
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Figure 11 . Subsurface defl ection of casing in a 
N.D .S .H. D. observati on well (provided by N.D.S.H.D. ). Locati on 
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Figure 12 . Subsurface deflection of casing in a 
N. D.S.H.D. observation well (provided by N.D.S .H. D. ) . 
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Figure lJ . Subsurface deflection of cas i ng i n a N.D.S .H. D . 
observation well (provided by N. D.S. H. D. ). Location of observation 
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Figure 14. Subsurf ace deflection of casing in a 
N.D.S .H. D. observati on well (provided by N. D.S . JI.D . ) . 
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No detai led monitoring of the groundwater was done by myself or to 
my knowledge has ever been done in this area . During the subsurface drill-
ing program, the relative moisture content of the samples (\'/et or dry } was 
r ecorded ( Figs . 9 and 10 ). The depth to water i n the obser vati on wells 
was recorded but because of their method of i nstallation (lack of grouting), 
they are of litte or no use in the construction of a groundwater flownet 
(Murphy, N.D.S. H.D. , Verbal Communication, 10/11/79) . 
Laboratory \'/ork . --Forty-seven surface and subsurface samples were 
collected from within my area of study and analyzed by microscopic evalua-
tion. Emphasis was on grain size analysis and mineral composition . 
Initially, I had antlcipated performing X-ray diffracti on analysis 
on the clay, within the rnudstone, to determine dominant clay minerals alld 
thus deduce characteristic physical properties . Hm-:ever, due to the non-
operational status of the geology department's and the Department of 
Energy's X- ray diffractometers , I was unable to complete this goal. As a 
result , I have made use of the clay analysis by Fenner (1974) on clays 
within the Cannonball Formation . 
DISCUSSION 
An area of slope failure can seldom be attributed to a single definite 
cause. All slides involve the failure of earth materials under shear stress . 
The initiation of this process can belong to one of two categories; factors 
contributing to increased shear stress (factor ) and factors that contribute 
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basically t wo forces at wor k on a slope , one that tends to produce 
f ai lure and one that tends t o prevent i t . One fur ther distinction is 
made, \'1hether t he forces are brought about because of man-made changes 
( external) or whether t hey are natural (internal ) (Varnes , 1950) . 
- Internal -
Effects of Water.--A survey of maj or slope failures, on the 
Federal Aid high\·;ay sys tem in t he United States, revealed that water was 
the cont ributing or major contributing factor i n about 95% of all failures 
(Schuster and Krizek, 1978, p. J9 ). There ar e a number of ways that 
water can influence t he stabi lity or instability of ·an area . Pore 
water pressures, an i ncrease or decrease in the eff ective stre8s, and 
chemical reactions are the main changes atLributed to water . 
Pore \'tater pressure is the subsurface pressure created by \'Tater, an 
incr ease in the volume of water creates an increase in this pressure . In 
materi als whi.ch contain voids partially filled with air, such an i ncrease 
in the por e water pressure el iminates the surface tension whjch the air 
created and cowmonly results in a decrease in t he cohes iveness of the 
material (Terzaghi , 1950 , p. 91 ) . 
Effective stress (o'e ) is directly related to pore water pressure 
(p ) as shown i n t he following equation: 
o't = o'e + P 
v,her e ((ft ) i s the total stress . By definition, effective stress is the 
portion of the total stress not borne by the fluid. A significant in-
crease in thi s grai n to grain stress can result i n compaction of the sub-
surface and subsi dence at t he surface ( Fr eeze and Cherry , 1979, p. J72 ) . 
Groundwater is, of course , a chemically act ive fluid . The chemi cal 
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cont ent of the water i s most influenced by the material it i s i n con-
t act wi th and the ph of the water i tself . 
Ionic exchange is t he common chemical reacti on associ at ed ~~t h 
gr oundwater in contact with clay minerals . The actual exchange capaci ty 
in this type of r eact ion i s strongly dependent on the oxi dation - r eduction 
potent i al ( Fr eeze and Cherr y, 1979) . These are i mportant chemi cal r eactions 
because of their af fect on the physical proper ties of some clays, such as 
consist ency, s trength, and density. In some instances , a formerly "i nte r -
medi ate" clay ( i llite) can be altered to a "plastic" clay (smectite ), 
greatly i ncreas i ng t he swell i ng ability (Gillett , 1968) . 
The lubricati ng action o: \'Tater is often falsely concluded to be 
the main cause of sll ding . \'fa ter in contact with many common minerals , 
such as quartz, acts as an antilubricant and not as a lubri cant. This 
antilubr icant effect i s created by an i ncrease in the minerals ' coeffi -
cie nt of stati c fri ction due to the presence of water . Vii th minerals in 
whi ch i t does act as a lubricant , only a thin f ilm of water is needed to 
produce the full static lubricating effect; any fur ther amount has no 
additi onal effect ( Terzaghi , 1950 , p . 91) . 
Clay Pr oper ties .--As previ ously mentioned the clays wi thi n the 
Cannonball Formati on , of this area , ar e primarily smectitic ( greater than 
70% ) and contain secondary amounts of illite (appr ox . 20%) . Chemical 
and physical properties can be predicted from the interaction of ground-
water \":i th these types of clays . 
Of all the clay minerals, smectite has the greatest potential for 
expansion due to i ntracrystalline swelling . This significant i ncrease i n 
• • • • 
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volume res ults from the penetration between the clay layers by water and 
is somewhat controlled by the type of cation i n the exchangeable posi tion . 
When thi s cation is sodium, the greatest swelling pressures and i ncr ease i n 
volurne occurs (Gillott , 1968) . In general, smectites ar e the most plasti c 
clays and ill i tes are intermediates . 
The fine sand and silt lenses , within the Cannonbal l rnudstone, pro-
vide pathways f or the groundwater and allow it to reach and react with 
l arge surface areas of the clay . This type of r elationship i s also highly 
susceptible _t o decreases i n shear strength when even slight i ncr eases in 
the pore water pressure occur . 
Precipitat i on Record .--In 1953, the annual precipitation for this 
area was 19 .18 i nches , the sixth highest amount in the forty- eight year 
r ecording history (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1978). 
The combi ned precipitation for the months of April, May, and June (12 . 32 
i nches ) is the r ecord for the Bismarck weather station for a conse cut ive 
three- month per iod . Seventeen and one half inches of snow fell during the 
month of Mar ch alone (Fig . 15) . 
The mild temper atures f or the first quarter of 1953, minimi zed the 
runoff and maximi zed the infiltration of wat er into the subsoil from this 
preciptation . 
I n 1952 , only 9 . 3 inches of precipitation fell, t he thi rd lowest in 
the f orty-eight year r ecording hi s tory. This was the dr iest year since the 
dust bowl year of 1936 ( National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
1978) . 
The combinat ion of these cl i matic conditions in 1952 and 1953 un-
• • • • • • • • • • ;e 
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Figure 15 . Monthly and annual precipi tation and 
snowfall charts for the Bismarck r ecording station (modified 
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doubtedly produced a decrease in the shearing strength of the slope 
material in this area . The depletion of water in the subsurface charact-
ertisti cal ly should have created joints and fissure s wi thin the mudstone . 
These joints and fissures presumably became avenues for the water in the 
spring of ' 53 and al l owed larger surface areas of the clay to be directly 
affected. In 1952, by definition, there should have been ani:ir:rease in 
effective stress due to the reduction in pore water pressure . The follov,-
ing year witnessed a significant i ncrease in fluid pressure and a sub-
sequent decrease in the eff ective (grain to grain) stress . The resulting 
"buoyancy effect" is largely responsible for failures when it occurs along 
potential failure zones . 
- External -
The Burlington Nort hern and the North Dakota State Highway Department 
initiated measures that r esulted in both a reduction of the shear strength 
of the material and increased the shear stress . 
A 1941 river survey by the U.S . G.S . showed the Heart River to be 
located within fifty feet of the B.N. line in this area , its present loca-
tion is 1000 feet to the south (Fig. 16). Assuming t he river to be in this 
former location (that of 1941) in 1880, substantial slope cutting would 
have been required to place the tracks as far from the river as reasonably 
poss ible. Such a subcut would have removed lateral support , creating an 
i ncrease in .the shear stress of this material. Further subcutting of this 
area by the B.N ., is mentioned in the 1953 N. D.S.H .D. field notebook 
( French, 1953) . 
A 1947 vertical curve diagram of this area, showed subcutting occur-
red during construction of the highway (Leftwich, N.D. S.H . D. , Written Cormnuni-
cation, 10/26/79) . 
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Figure 16 . 1941 U, S.G.S. seven and one half minute 
quadrangle including the study area . (Below) 1979 U.S.G .S . 
seven and one-half IT~nute quadrangle of the same area. The 
portion of the Heart River which has substanti ally shifted its 
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Surrunary.--In this area , it was most likely a combination of factors 
that brought about slope failure . These factors ar e categorized according 
to t heir affec t on either shear stress or shear strength in figure 17. The 
actions contributing di rectly to failure in this ar ea are listed beneath 
the ir resulting factor . 
RESULTS 
Pre-1880 Slide .-- Surface and subsurface data support the existence 
of a pre-1880 slide , or series of slides, throughout most of the s t udy 
ar ea . I believe it to be older than 1880 because t he toe of this slide 
would have destr oyed the railroad tracks ( laid in 1880), but there is no 
r ecord of this having occurred . 
The surface evidence supporting such an event is shovm on an aeri al 
photograph of t he area (Fig . 18) and briefly explained in this secti on . 
The three l etters A (Fi g. 18) show the scarp of thi s old slide , a 
dashed line marks the present extent of the t oe . The f or mer l ocation of 
t he Heart River , as discussed before , has eroded much of the original toe . 
The undercutti ng by the river in -Lhis ar ea v,as most likely a f actor in t he 
occurrence of this s l i de . 
The l etter Bis located in a spoon- shaped depression where hand-
auger drilling was consistently obstructed by a calcareous sandst one , two 
t o three f eet beloVJ the surface . Thi s sandstone is t he slumped middle 
bench of the Cannonbal l Formation. The ex-Lent of t he displaced sandsLone 
in this and other areas, the size of t hese sandstone bl ocks (up t o twenty 
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Figure 17. A sununary of the f actors contributing to 
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FACTORS GENERALLY LEADING TO A DECREASE IN SHEARING RESISTANCE 
I NTER.l\TAL 1. INCREASE I N PORE PRESSURE 
Rise of water table in 1953 
INTERNAL 2 • DECREASE IN SURFACE TENSION - ·- - -
Rise of wa ter table in 1953 
INTERNAL 3 • DECREASE IN COHESION - - - ·-
Ri se of water t ab l e in 1953 
INTERNAL 4. LOWERING OF WATER - - - - TABLE (MARINE CLAYS ) 
Occuring in 1 952 
EXTER.l\TAL 5 . REMOVAL OF OVERBURDEN BY EXCAVATION - ·- - - Construction of highway in 194 7 
l_N1_E~~ 6. DRYING OF CLAYS 
Lowering of water t a ble in 1953 
l_N.IEB:N~ 7. ALTERNATING PEID-JEABLE AND IMPERMEABLE BEDS 
Al terna ting cla y and v.f. sand lenses 
l_N!E~~ 8. FACTORS IN THE I NI TIAL STATE OF THE MATERIAL : 
1. Composist i on 
2 . Texture 
3. Gross Structure 
4 . Slope Geometry 
FACTORS GENERALLY LEADING TO AN I NCREASE IN SHEARING STRESS 
[ XJ:E.g_N~ 1. LOADING OF THE TO P OF THE SLOPE 
By Hig hway 10 (Probably Neglig ible ) 
fN,!E~\T!L 2. INCREASE WEIGHT DUE TO I NCREASE I N PORE WATER 
Rise of wa ter t able in 1 953 
EXTERNAL 3 . REMOVAL OF LATERAL SUPPORT (MOST COHNON) 
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Figure 18 . Aerial photograph of study area with the 
evidence for a pre- 1880 sli de labeled. The explanations are 
given on pages 50 and 55 ( Aerial phot ograph supplied by 
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feet in diameter) , and the presence of crossbedding beneath at least one 
large sandstone block (just belovr letter D), confirms that the movement in 
this area was large scale . 
Just above the letter C is a small patch of till . The contact of 
this till with the surrounding material is normal to the contour lines, 
suggesting that this material i s not in place but derived from farther up-
slope . 
Letter Dis in a large area of sand; the contact between it and the 
surrounding mudstone is also normal to the contour lines. 
Letter Eis in an area where the surface has a slight (ten degrees) 
tilt towards the north. This tilting resulted from the backward notation 
of the slump block as it moved down t he surface of failure . I attempted 
to confirm this in the subsurface but was unsuccessful. 
The earth slumps presently effecting the highway are numbered 1, 2, 
and J (as they are in Fig. J) . These are located upon the toe of thi s 
pre-1880 slide , which is otherwise stable at this time . 
Effects of Pre-1880 Sli de . - - The existence of an old surface of failure 
has an important effect on both local and regional groundwater movement in 
the area (Fig . 19) . The dashed lines denote the approximate surface of 
failure and the area of short parallel lines outlines the zone where water, 
both precipitati on and gr oundwater, is commonly concentrated due to the 
backward tiltir..g of the slumped block (Schuster and Kri zek , 1978 ). From 
this zone of concentration the water is rerouted through the slumped 
sediment. 
The corr elation of the Ca.J1nonball outcrop in my area with one ei ght 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , .
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Fi gure 19 . Pr ofile of the pre- 1880 shear zone and its 
generalized effect on groundwater movement within the study ar ea . 
Dashed lines denote the approximate shear zone , the short parallel 
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miles to the souLhwest (mentioned earlier) is very important for deter-
mining the lithology at depths below that of the drilling program . 
Alt hough the Cannonball Formation is not known for its lateral continuity, 
it is reasonably certain that the sandstone underlying the mudstone in 
Section 10 is also present in this location (Fig . 20) . 
I was able to determine that the upper boundary of the Cannonball-
Ludlov, Aquifer is at an approximate depth of 1725- 1700, by subtracting well 
depths from surface elevations (Ackerman , 1977) . I interpreted this to 
be the upper contact of the sandstone and the overlying mudstone . 
Figure 21 is a synthesis of the subsurface drilling program, the 
correlation of this outcrop with the one in Section 10, TlJ8N R8JW, 
avai:able Cannonball-Ludlow Aquifer data, and the pre- 1880 slide . 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Further Groundwater Study . --A number of corrective measures can be 
applied to this area , a few more practical than others . However, before 
any measures are endorsed a thorough groundwater study of the area should 
be completed. Such a study should determine ground\·1ater flow patterns us -
ing data from piezomcters installed i n appropriate sites . The suggested 
sites (nests ) ( Fig . 22) should consist of two or three piezometer~ with 
varying recording depths . Those sites adjacent to the highway should be 
depth-correl ated wi th the closest N. D.S. H.D. observation well . The bottom 
of one piezometer should be set five feet above the shear zone , the next at 
the shear zone , and the third five to ten feet bel ow . This would enable 
I• • • • • • •  • • • • • • • • • le 
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Figure 20. The correlation of the outcrop section in 
JI\>' area ( on the righ t) with one eight miles to the southwes L 
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Figure 21 . The synthesized profile of the study area . 
The symbols f or lithology are the same as those used in Figure 
6 . The elevati on of the lower contact of the mudstone and the 
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Figure 22 . Suggested locations for piezometer install-
ation . The outlet for t wo N.D.S .H. D. horizontal drains is also 
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fluctuations of the water table t o be compared with the shear zones of the 
three earth slumps . The piezometer nests along the hilltop (P1 and P3) 
should be set at depths determined by the lithology encountered while 
drilling . The total depths of these wells will vary, wi th all but one or 
two contai ned wi thin the sandstone aquifer . 
Cost of Study. --The cost generated by such a study will include the 
purchase of polyvinyl chloride (Fvc ) casing, grouting materials, and well 
screen . The highway department would be able to cut the expensive cost 
of drilling time :y using its own equipment and personnel . The total cost 
of this piezometric study should be approximat ely $4,000 . 00, a small amount 
when compared to the costs attributed to this area over the years . 
(Groencwold, N.D. G.S . , Verbal Communication, 11/20/79) . 
Corrective Measures.--The results of the groundnater study will 
det ermine the location and depth of the appropriate corrective measure or 
combination of measures to be used . 
Efficiency and overall cost are the two main cri teria used to 
evaluate the corrective measures . The efficiency recorunended will be 
det ermi ned by the results of the piezometric study (i . e . the amount of 
groundwater in this area ). The limitations on cost will depend largely, 
if not entirely, on the maximum amount the N. D.S .H.D . concludes is economi-
cally justifiable in light of highway repair costs in this area . 
Possible corrective measures are listed along with their main advan-
tages and disadvantages in Figure 23. As would be expected, these two 
categories are often a factor of the total cost and the efficiency . 
Horizontal drains have previously been i nstalled in this area as a 
• • • • • • • • • • 
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Figure 23 . List of corrective measures to bring 
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CORRECTIVE MEASURES 
(1) I NSTALLATION OF HORIZONTAL DRAINS 
Adv.- No maintenance costs 
Dis .- Tend to plug up 
(2) INSTALLATION OF WELLS WITH DOWNHOLE PUMPS 
Adv .- Extreme l y efficient 
Dis.- Maintenance costs 
(3) ADDITION OF LIME TO SUBSOIL 
Adv.- No ma intenace costs 
Dis .- Success i s var i able 
(4) ELECTROKINETICS or ELECTRO-OSMOSIS 
Adv .- Efficient 
Dis.- Ma intena nce costs (ex tremely expens ive) 
(5) CONSTRUCTION OF BUTTRESS 
Adv .- No ma intenance cos t s 
Di s .- High initial cost - (requires space) 
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corrective measure; they are plugged now however, and no longer func-
t ioning in the proper capacity . Although the highway department note-
book i s unclear in the t otal length of these drains , i t appear s they 
were not inserted f ar enough to intercept the area of water concentra-
tion (Fig . 24) (French, 1953 ). If t his solution is attempted in the 
f uture , the drains might be placed in positions A ru1d Band extended 
hori zontally the pr oper distance (Fig . 24) . 
The suggested locations for wells with downhole pumps are also 
shovm i n Figure 24 . These . pumps could be operated during the Spring and 
periods of abnormally high precipitation and shut down at other times t o 
cut oper ating costs . A piping system woulG have to be constructed to 
transport the water to the r avine in the northwest corner of the map area , 
and then dmm south of the highway . An additional constructi on cost would 
be t he laying of an elect ric line to each of these wells . The balancing 
factors for this method are i ts hi gh rate of efficiency and the withdrawal 
of large amounts of water before it can reach the cr itical area . 
The additi on of l ime to the subsurface stabilizes plastic clays , 
which are present in this area . Smectite shows the gr eatest potential for 
the r eduction of its plas t icity index, thereby increasing its stability . 
This i s due to t he ion exchange between the Ca.+ of the quickl ime ( CaO) 
and the interl&yer ion of the smect ite (Gillett , 1968, p . 156-162 ). The 
addition of lime can be achieved by the placement of five-foot long , six-
inch diameter cylinders of quicklime just below the surface . These 
cyl i nders can be placed on ei ther side of the shoulder of the highway, 
spaced f i ve to ten f eet apart . The vibrations created by passing vehicles 
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Figure 24 . Re com.mended locations and extent of two 
corrective measures . The extent of the N. D.S .H.D . horizontal 
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should produce sufficient dispersion of the lime into the subsurface . 
This method has been used with variable degrees of success but is not 
a cormnonly used procedure in t he Upper Plains Region (Gillett , 1968, 
p . 156-162) . 
Electrokinetics or electro-osmosis works extremely v1ell in clay 
materials . This method involves the installation of an anode and a 
cathode into the subsurface. The difference in charge induced into the 
subsurface by this procedure causes the migration of the exchange ion of 
the clay to the cathode . As this ion migrates it commonly takes a ·water 
molecule along with it . From the cathode this water can be pumped to 
the surf ace and piped to a dis charge site . This method could be operated 
periodically to cut costs . However, the cost of maintenance might still 
be too h i gh to justify its use (Gillett , 1968 , p. 162). 
The construction of a buttress or us'? of material to 11 load the 
toe 11 is not feasible throughout most of this area because of the proxi-
mity of the railroad . It woul d be possible however, along the area south 
of scarp 1 (Fig . lb) . This method is often ·used in combination with ho:ri-
zontal drains to stabilize an area at a relatively low cost compared to 
other methods of correction . 
The common method of reducing the shear stress by subcutting near 
the head of a slide ., i s not practical in this area because the high-
way would have to be r elocated . 
Prevention.--A thorough study of the geology of this area prior to 
construction of the highway would probably have noted the high suscepti-
bility of thi s area to slope failure. A solution could have been to avoid 
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this area and locate the highway along the hilltop. However , the cost 
of such a diversion is not always justifiable during constructi on. Hi gh-
ways are therefor e built wi th the assumpti on t hat repair s f r om s l ope 
failures wi l l likel y occur i n ar eas such as this one . The i ntention i s 
that these r epair s wil l not exceed the cost of initi ally r elocating the 
highway . 
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Fig . 5 
Top of Secti on Feet 
Till - No di s tincti on between t ill and soi l was made . 6 
Siltstone - poor ly consolidat ed; or ange-red where f resh; yellow-
or ange where weat hered; contai ns small per cent of very f i ne sand 
grains ; found as chips on the surf ace . 1. 2 
Clayey Sand - poorly consolidated light gray wher e fresh; r edish-
brovm wher e weathered; poorly sor ted, dominantly fine- grained; 
quart z (80- 90%) , rock f r agments (15- 10%) and mica flakes (5% ). J . 7 
Sandstone - poorly consolidated; l i ght greenish gray where fr esh; 
light t anish brown where weathered; moderatel y sorted, sub-
rounded gr ai ns , medi um to f i ne-grained , quar tz (85- 90% ), l ithi c 
rock fragments ( 10%), glauconite (2% ). Thin, l enticular silt-
stone pr esent throughout this section . 4.0 
Sands tone - well i ndurated ; light greenish gray •.vhere fresh; l ight 
r edi sh brovm r:here weathered ; moderately sorted, mec.iurn to fine-
gr ained , subrounded- subangular grains, quartz (85-90%), lithic 
r ock fragnents (10%), glauconite (2%) . Goncentric ripple marks 
at top of unit ; beddi ng obscur e ; forms a bench in area . 2 . 5 
Sandstone - poorl y consolidated; light greenish gray where f r esh; 
buff col ored where v,eathered ; moderately sorted , fine-grained, sub-
r ounded, quar tz (90%) , lit hi c rock fragments (5% ), glauconite (5% ) . 
Planar tabular crossbedding, i n 4 i nch sets, for first 10 feet of 
unit before becoming obscure . Contai ns thin, lenticular siltstone , 
i ron-oxi de st2.ined, moderately indurated, forms chips on surf ace ; 
11 r oot concretions , " 1 . 5 to 3 i nches i n di ameter and 6 inches in 
length ; subsphcr ical sandstone concr eti ons, meditLm grayish brown 
wher e fresh, light buff gray where weathered, well indurated , 
phosphatic , 2 i nches up to 1 . 5 feet in diameter; bUITows of 
Ophiornor pha abundant at top of unit , gastropods and.mollusks un-
common . 37 .0 
Cl ayey Sand - poorly consolidated ; gray where fresh; light gr ay 
where weathered; poorly sorted, dominantly very fine grained, 
quar tz (85%) , lithi c r ock f r agments (10% ) , glauconite (5%) . 
Gr adational zone of sandstone and mudstone: 5 .0 
Mudstone - poor ly indurated; very dark gray to very light black 
where f resh; light t o medium gray where weathered and dry . Clay 
i s micaceous , carbonaceous , contai ns small organic f r agments , 
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moderately indurated . Mudstone contains lenticular beds of 
very f i ne sand and silt ; vary in thickness fro~ 1/ 16- 1/4 of 
an i nch; these lenses f ine dovmwar ds ; most abundant near top 
of uni t ; pr edomi nantly quar tz . Contains sandy-mudstone con-
cr etions , v,ell i ndurated, calcar eous , medium gray v,her e fresh , 
light buff where v,cathered; limestone nodules , dark blue where 
f resh, light gr ay where weather ed, well indurac.ed , contain 
yellow calci te crystals al ong f ractures, commonly 4 to 5 feet 
in di a.-neter , oblong in shape . One surface crystals of selenite 
ar e uncommon to rare . Fossi lif erous , solitary corals (common) 
and mollusks (uncoromon ) . 55 .0 
, . 
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APPENDIX B 
Figures 9 and 10 
Truck Mounted Rig #1 
Depth ( i n feet ) 







Road fill . 
Sandy Silty Clay - clay (60%) , sil~ and sand (40~) . 
Very fine sand size grains and silt premorninantly 
quartz . Light gray v1here dry and dark gray where 
wet. Probably silty clay interbedded with very 
fine sand. Fining dmmward . 
Silty Clay - clay (60%), silt (40%) . Light brown 
where dry and drak brm,m where wet . Silt grains 
are predominantly quartz . Small amounts of white 
precipitate on some samples. Very slippery to the 
touch . 
Mudstone - clay (75%), silt (20%) , very fine sand 
( 5%), light gray where dry a...""ld medi urn gray \"!here \·tet . 
Samples are saturated in the entire unit . Clay is 
silty at top of unit and fines dm•m:mrd . Samples are 
blocky, well indurated . 
Mudstone - clay (80%), silt(l5%), very fine sand (5%) . 
Medium gray where dry and dark gray where wet . Samples 
are dry in this interval, the clay in this zone is very 
slippery . 
Total Depth 
Truck Mounted Rig #2 
Depth ( in feet) 






Sand - fine to very fine sand size, gray where fresh, 
subrounded quartz grains. Limonite stained siltstone, 
uncomrriDn to coJTu~on lenses . 
Clayey Sand - clay (10- 20%), light gray in color. Very 
fine sand size dominant, yellow- gray where fresh . 
Sa...ldy Clay - clay (60%) gray in color. Very fine sand 
and silt yellow-gray in color . 
Muds tone - dark gray clay with white and brmm silt and 
ve~y fine sand lenses . 
Total Depth 
• • • • :e 
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Truck rl.ounted Rig #J 
Depth ( in feet ) 















Sand - fine to very f i ne sand size , light brorm in 
col or , subrounde d quartz grains . Lirnoni te stained 
siltstone, uncommon to conunon lenses . 
Clayey Sand - clay (10- 20%), fine to very fine sand , 
light bro\•m clay ( 6- 8 feet) and light gray clay ( 8-
11 feet) . 
Sandy Clay - clay (45%) medium gray, very fine end 
fine sand and silt, light br own in color . 
Silty Clay - clay (60%) light brorm in col or, •;mter 
cowmon in samples at 16 feet . 
Si lty Glauconitic clay - green~gray in color , silt i s 
40- 60% quartz and 40-45% glauconite . Appears to be 
cl ay and interlayered silty clay . 
1v1udstone - dark gray clay with white and brmvn silt 
and very fine sand lenses . 
Total Depth 
:!ounted Rig #4 Surface Elevation 1724 Ft . 
Sand - fine to very fine sand, light brmm in color , 
subrounded quartz grains . 
Cl ayey Sand - light gray in col or ver y fine sand 
dominant . 
Sandy Cl ay clay (50- 60%) light gray in color, very 
fine sand dominant, small percentage of silt grains 
pr esent . 
Silty Clay - clay ( 60%), dark brown in color, quartz 
grai ns . 
Mudstone - dark gray cl ay with white and brovm silt 
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Truck Mounted Rig #5 Surface Elevation 1667 Ft . 




Sand - very fine to fine, quartz (80% ), rock frag-
ments (20%), yellow-brown in color , small amount of 
clay l enses . 
Silty Sand, very fine to f i ne, brown- orange in color, 
common dark gray clay lenses . 
Total Depth 
• • • • :-
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Quartz sand--very fine to fine, yellow-
gray in color . 
Quartz sand--very fine to fine, green 
gray in color . Contains random gray 
clay stringers 1/4-1/2" thick . 
Quartz sand--very fine to f i ne, yellow 
brovm in color . Gray clay stringers 
1/16-1/4" thick . Concretion at 48 inches . 
Quartz sand-- very fine to fine , green gray 
in color . 
Clayey sand-- very fine sand and silt , 
light gray in color. Abundant stringers 
of clay . 
Silty clay--very fine sand and silt , gray 
in color. Clay is dark gray in color . 
Mudstone--light gray i n color (0-1011 ), 
very dark gray ( 10- 4011 ) • Inter bedded silt 
and very fine sand 1/16-1/411 thick, poor ly 
consolidated, v1ell indurated, highly cal-
careous . 
Quartz sand-- fine sand, light gray green 
in color . 
Quartz sand--very fine sand, l i ght gr een gray. 
Silty clay- -clay (60%), light brovm in color . 
Quartz sand--very fine to fine sand, light 
brovm in color, uncomnon clay stringers . 
Silty clay--brovm- orange in color, dark 
gray clay stringers . 
Quartz sand--very fine to fine, light gray 
in color. Contains red-brovm siltstone 
l enses . 
Quartz sand--fine sand and silt , contains 
JO% clay lenses . 
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Sandy silt--very fine sand and silt , 
light gray green in color . 
Silty clay- - clay (60%) dark brown in 
color . 
Quartz sand--very fine sand some silt, 
yellow-brovm in color, fine sand size 
grains of coal u.T1co1iunon . 
Quartz sand- - very fine sand, light bro~m 
in color . Some clay stringers . 
Clayey sand--very fine sand and silt, r ed-
brown in color . 
Clayey sand--very fine sand, clay chunks 
( 10-20%), light brovm in color . 
Quartz sand- -very fine to fine, light 
green- gray in color . 
Mudstone--very dark gray cl ay, contains 
interbedded silt and sand, white to red 
brmm in color . 
Mudstone--light gray clay, poorly indurated, 
and and silt lenses common . 
Quartz sand--fine sand, brown-yellow in 
color, some silt . 
Quartz sand--fine sand, gray sand . 
Mudstone--light gray in color, poorly 
indurated, sand and silt lenses common . 
Quartz sand--light green gray in color, 
very fine to fine . 
Clayey sand--very fine sand and silt, clay 
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Till- -boulders to clay . 
Quartz sand--very fine to fine sand, light 
yellow brovm, some cemented sandstone . 
Quart z sand--very fine to fine sand, clay 
stringers . 
Quartz sand--v~ry fine to fine sand, light 
yellow brown . 
Quartz sand--very fine to f i ne sand, light 
gray, l/8 11 clay fragments . 
Quartz sand--very fine sand and silt , light 
yellow red in color . 
Quartz sand--very fine sand and silt (increases), 
orange in color, black clay fragments coro.mon . 
Quartz sand--very fine to fine sand, light 
green gray in color . 
Clayey sand--very fine sand and silt , light 
yellow brown in color, clay (20- 30% ) . 
:Mudstone--very light gray , extremely silty, 
moderately indurated . 
Clayey sand--dark gray i n color , very fine 
sand and silt, clay (20-30%) . 
Quartz sand--very fine to f i ne sand, light 
brovm in color . 
Mudstone--light gr ay in color, interbedded 
with silt and sand l enses . 
Quartz sand--very fine sand, light brown in 
color . 
Mudstone --medium gray, very silty. 
• • • • 
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